Methods for dealing with a Horn logic program and one goal are well-known and successful. Here we are concerned with treating logic programs enhanced by some negative literals using the same methods, in particular SLD-resolution. We describe the approach and show its correctness. The result can be applied to default reasoning and has some relevance for model elimination based theorem proving.
Introduction
The problem of checking a goal against a de nite logic program has been solved in a satisfactory way a long time ago using SLD-resolution 4]. In this paper we discuss how the same technique can be used if the de nite logic program is enhanced by some atomic goals. Formally, we want to check P f:G 1 ; : : :; :G n g j= :G for a de nite logic program P and atomic formulas G 1 ; : : :; G n ; G.
We arrived at this problem when we developed an approach of translating some classes of default theories 9] into logic programs with standard procedural semantics 1]. Suppose we have a default theory with a de nite logic program P as the set of truths, and defaults containing only ground literals. After application of some default, the consequent (a ground literal) is included in the current knowledge base, and application of another default must be checked against this knowledge base.
To see this clearer, suppose that a default with consequent :L has been applied. Then the current knowledge base consists of P f:Lg which is not a de nite logic program. Now consider a default :A:B=C . We must check P f:Lg j= :A which is an instance of the situation mentioned above. We will further discuss this application in Section 4.
Our result is also relevant for automated deduction, in particular model elimination 5]. Model elimination (ME) is a complete inference procedure for rst-order logic, and is the basis of theorem provers like PTTP 10] . E ciency-increasing mechanisms like caching are only applicable to cases of ME in which the reduction operation is not used 2]. Our result now, translated into the terminology of model elimination, describes a case where ME without reduction steps is complete, thus making caching applicable. It goes beyond the work in 8] where it is shown how some (but not all) reduction steps can be avoided.
The main result
We must take care that when negated predicates are replaced by new positive ones, the same (translated) logic conclusions can be drawn. This is not immediately achieved, as shown by the following example. Let H = fp q ; pg be a set of Horn formulas (note that it is not a de nite logic program!). :q follows obviously from H. Unfortunately, if we translate p to p and q to q, there is no SLD-refutation of fp q ; p g f qg. Missing is an application of the rule p q via contraposition, i.e. by the rule q p. Definition 2.2 Let L be a positive literal of the form p(t 1 ; : : :; t m ) with terms t 1 ; : : :; t m , m 0, and a predicate symbol p. We denote by L the positive literal p(t 1 ; : : :; t m ). Let P be a de nite logic program. We de ne P as the de nite logic program fB i A 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B i?1 ; B i+1 ; : : :; B n j A 0 B 1 ; : : :; B n 2 P; n 1g.
Usage of P P is still insu cient to treat negation is the intended way. To see this, consider the logic program P = fp q; r ; q rg. :r follows from P f pg, but there is no SLD-refutation of P P fp g f rg = fp q; r ; q r ; p ; q p; r ; r p; q ; r q ; p ; rg. Re ection on this example shows that missing is a fact r ; after adding this fact there exists the desired SLD-refutation. In the following section we shall show that the approach is now su cient to treat negated literals in a correct way. In particular, we shall prove the following result: Theorem 2.3 Let P be a de nite logic program, and let A; G 1 ; : : :; G k be positive literals. Further, let P f G 1 ; : : :; G k g be consistent. Then, assertions (1) and (2) are equivalent.
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3. P f G 1 ; : : :; G k g j= 9(A) 4. P P fG 1 ; : : :; G k g j= 9(A). We give two di erent proofs of this statement. One is based on semantical considerations and is presented in the following section. The other one is of proof-theoretic nature, is outlined in Section 4 and completed in the Appendix. 3 A proof based on model semantics Proof. (2) (1) ) (2) is completed. The implications (3) ) (4) and (4) Its proof (by induction on the height of derivation trees) can be found in the Appendix. The help set Dyn is needed in the proof of Theorem 2.3 below { the reader can easily check that the result above remains true even if we omit Dyn, but then it could not be used in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Let us also note that the condition in the above lemma about provability of each element of fH g fH g is essential. Consider, for example, H = fr g, M = fp q; r ; q rg, Dyn = ;, and the negative literal :p. r is not deducible from M M fpg, i.e. the precondition of the lemma is not ful lled. The reader can easily check that the assertion (implication) of Lemma 4.1 does not hold for this example, i.e. there is a linear refutation of M f:pg frg but no refutation of M M fpg f:rg.
The next lemma shows that it is impossible to derive more with SLD-resolution from H new than with standard resolution from H. Again, the proof goes by induction and is included in the Appendix. 
Proof of theorem 2.3
Proof. (1) ) (2) P f:G 1 ; : : :; :G k g has a model and P f:G 1 ; : : :; :G k g fAg has no model. Therefore, there is a linear refutation of P f:G 1 ; : : :; :G k g fAg with top formula A. By Lemma 4.1 (with Dyn = fAg and H = A; the precondition of Lemma 4.1 is trivially full led) there is a refutation of P P fG 1 ; : : :; G k g fAg f:Ag with a top clause :A. Then, by soundness of resolution, P P fG 1 ; : : :; G k g fAg f:Ag has no model. Therefore, P P fG 1 ; : : :; G k g fAg j= 9(A).
(2) ) (1) From (2) (4) ) (3) We know that P P fG 1 ; : : :; G k g f Ag has no model. Therefore, there is an SLD-refutation of P P fG 1 ; : : :; G k g f Ag. No variant of P fG 1 ; : : :; G k g can be used as side clause in this refutation, so there is even an SLD-refutation of P f Ag. So, P f Ag has no model, and we obtain: P j= 9(A).
The proof-theoretic reasoning in this section throws some light on our result from a computational viewpoint. Let us make one brief remark on this. First note that the following assertions are equivalent (easy application of predicate logic methods):
5. P f:Gg j= 9(:A) 6. P fAg j= 9(G) By Theorem 2.3, they are equivalent to 7. P P fGg fAg j= 9(A)
In terms of SLD-resolution: An SLD-derivation of G from P fAg can be transformed into an SLD-derivation of 9(A) from P P fGg fAg. The proofc in the present section shows that this tranformation can been e ectively carried out uniformly for all programs and goals.
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In 1] we give a translation of some classes of default logic into normal logic programs that make direct use of the deductive power of logic programming (Prolog). At the heart of the logic program representing a default theory are rules trying to extend a current`process' (a process is an application order of some defaults without repetition; so-called`closed and successful' processes correspond exactly to the extensions of the default theory). The rules have the following form: for each default with number i (defaults are enumerated) and form : / the rule looks as follows: process(Lold; L) Lold is consistent, i is not member of Lold, follows from the`current' knowledge base, : does not follow from the current KB, process( ijLold]; L). For details see 1] . The result of Section 3 is used in the veri cation of (non-) derivability of formulas from the current knowledge base. We illustrate this using as example the default theory T = (W; D) with the set of truths W = fp g and the set of defaults D = ftrue::p/:p, :q:r/rg. Obviously, the second default is applicable after the rst one. When we call process ( 1] ; L) (the rst argument means that default Nr. 1 has been applied, so its consequent is included in the current knowledge base), then the second default should be applicable; in particular, :q should be implied by the current knowledge base, or, in our terminology, q should succeed. What does Theorem 2.3 tell us? First, W will be needed in addition to W, in our case the rule q p. Second, in order to check derivability of q we must temporarily add q to the current knowledge base (only for this test!). Only by building this knowledge base is it possible to correctly test derivability of :q (resp. q). Exactly this is achieved by the translation given in 1] (it is not important for the discussion here to present the details of the translation).
Conclusion
We showed how a set of Horn logic formulas P may be transformed into a de nite logic program P new in such a way that 1. the same positive literals follow from P new as from P. 2. a negative literal :L follows from P i the transformed positive literal L follows from P new . We then proved soundness and completeness of the approach for consistent sets P f:G 1 ; : : :; :G k g. This result is in some sense illustrative of the power and simplicity of logic programming. In 1] we used it to establish a new logic programming approach to default reasoning. In the introduction of this paper we also pointed out that our result has a practical implication to model elimination based theorem proving.
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We are planning to extend our approach to richer situations by considering goals containing nite conjunction and disjunction of ground literals.
A Appendix: Proofs of technical lemmas 
